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Global markets
Amid concerns over a broadening of the conflict between Russia and Ukraine, as Russia threatens to retaliate countries that “intervene in the ongoing events and create strategic threats for Russia”, US
President Biden is expected to deliver remarks today, while France is expected to host an energy meeting
on May 2. The halt of gas supplies to Bulgaria and Poland drove Europe’s benchmark front-month gas
contract up to EUR118/MWh intra-session yesterday, while it is receding to EUR101/MWh at the time of
writing. On monetary policy, ECB Vice President Luis De Guindos stated today that inflation expectations
have been rising in recent months and initial signs of above target revisions warrant close monitoring. On
economic data, Spanish flash HICP in April came in at 8.3%YoY compared to 9.0%YoY expected and
9.8%YoY in March.
Greece
After the upgrade of Greece’s credit rating by S&P on 22 nd April 2022 (by one notch to BB+ with a stable
outlook), yesterday, the Hellenic Republic reopened the 7-year government bond – initially issued in April
2020 – and raised €1.5bn at a re-offer yield of 2.366%. The transaction was mainly supported by Fund
Managers (44.6%) and Banks / PBs (40.1%), with the 68.1% of the investors’ base allocated in foreign countries. Year-to-date the Public Debt Management Agency has raised €4.5bn, with an intention to draw
another €7.5bn until year’s end. In other news, according to ELSTAT non-financial sector accounts, households’ disposable income increased by 5.8%YoY in 2021. The savings rate (savings/disposable income),
returned to a negative territory to -0.1% from +2.8% in 2020 and -3.8% in 2019, reflecting the increase of
consumption by 8.9%YoY.
CESEE
Russian state-owned Gazprom’s decision to halt natural gas flows towards Poland and Bulgaria took a
toll on regional markets yesterday. Most local bourses closed the session in the red, recording intraday
losses of almost 1% in Poland and Bulgaria and 1.5% in Hungary. Local currencies remained under pressure
as well, with the Polish zloty and the Hungarian forint receding modestly against the euro, with the stress
on the zloty stemming from the natural gas cut off and with the forint being affected by the soaring inflation. Market worries on the forint failed to ease despite the brave 100bps key policy interest rate (KPR)
increase by the Central Bank of Hungary on Tuesday, setting the KPR at 4.4% as March’s core CPI reading
came in at 9.1% YoY from 8.1% in February.
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